Get Around All-Rounder

Specifications

A lifestyle statement that says as much about your personality as where you want to go, this head-turning, street-smart
all-rounder is more than a stylish commuter. Sporting breathtaking acceleration and optimized fuel economy,
and an accommodating 20.6 liter luggage compartment that provides more than ample room for your helmet and riding gear.
Plus, the sleek city dimension makes every ride - whether it’s to the school or office, shopping runs - a sheer exciting.

Powerful and economical engine

Engine Type

4-stroke, 1-cylinder, liquid-cooled, SOHC

Engine Displacement

113 cm3 (6.9 cu.in)

Bore x Stroke

51.0 mm × 55.2 mm

Compression Ratio

9.4 : 1

Transmission

CVT

Overall Length

1,845 mm (72.6 in)

Overall Width

665 mm (26.2 in)

Overall Height

1,095 mm (43.1 in)

Wheelbase

1,260 mm (49.6 in)

Ground Clearance

120 mm ( 4.7 in)

Seat Height

755 mm (29.7 in)

Curb Mass
Suspension

Brakes

Tires
Underseat storage

100 kg (220Ibs)
Front

Telescopic, coil spring, oil damped

Rear

Swingarm type, coil spring, oil damped

Front

Disc

Rear

Drum

Front

80/90-14M/C 40P, tubeless

Rear

90/90-14M/C 46P, tubeless

Ignition Type

Electronic ignition (Transistorized)

Fuel Tank

5.2 L (1.4 US gal)

Titan Black (YVU)
Front inner pocket
113cm3, 4-stroke, 1-cylinder, air-cooled, SOHC, fuel-injected
engine for polished performance, especially at low and medium
speeds.
The fuel injection system works with six sensors, such
as throttle position, atmospheric pressure, intake pressure,
temperature, speed, and exhaust oxygen (O2) is aggregated in
the ECU (Engine Control Unit) computer to precisely control the
fuel-injection system in realtime. This precise injection quality
leads to the optimum level of engine performance and efficiency.
Fuel economy figure is 2.1L/100km in WMTC mode. With the
5.2L fuel tank, its riding range is 247km.*1
The 20.6 L capacity underseat storage accommodates a
full-face helmet, as well as ample space to store riding gloves,
raingear, and other small items in a recessed rear area of the
compartment.*2
Reinforced hooks on both left and right sides allows for
helmet stowage and convenience when parked.

Convenient front inner pockets are located behind leg shield.
Both left (600 ml) and right (500 ml) inner pockets provide ample
room together with covered key functionality layout above the
right pocket. (Total maximum weight 1.5 kg)
The ignition key cylinder is veiled by a shuttered cover, which
is opened and closed using a magnet embedded on the tip of the
key. Covered keyhole helps to prevent the motorcycle theft.
The ignition key has seat opener function too. It is able to
open the seat easily by just turning the ignition key to left.
When parked with the side stand, the rear brake can be locked
in the engaged position. This system helps to stabilize the rear
tyre from movement.
A side stand switch prevents engine ignition, while the side
stand is down.
Fuel tank capacity is 5.2 L regardless its compact design.

Specifications, appearance, colors (including body color), equipment, materials and other aspects of the “SUZUKI” products shown in this
catalogue are subject to change by Suzuki at any time without notice, and they may vary depending on local conditions or requirements. Some
models are not available in some regions. Each model may be discontinued without notice.
Please inquire at your local dealer for details of any such changes.
Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing.
Enjoy riding safely.
Read your Owner's Manual carefully.
Never ride under the influence of alcohol or other drugs.
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Colors

The large floorboard provides plenty of space to accommodate
shoes of many sizes. And cutaway floorboards enables easy feet
reach to the ground.
A large-capacity rear carrier comes as standard equipment
and can be fitted with a genuine accessory top case. (Maximum
weight 5 kg)
The roller bearing on the rocker arm smoothly opens and
closes the valves, contributing to further friction reduction
between them and the camshaft.
The camshaft design offers improved profile efficiency, which
ideally controls the amount of valve lift as well as improve
combustion efficiency and reduced engine noise.
Designed for easy visibility, the large speedometer is located
in the center panel. To further ensure at-a-glance viewing of
current speed and malfunction indicator, fuel gauge, high beam
indicator, each gauge is separated by raised dividers.
Pearl Brilliant White (YUH)
*1 Measured by SUZUKI in WMTC mode. Actual fuel economy may vary by condition.
*2 Helmets of certain shapes may not fit in the under-seat storage compartment.

Metallic Triton Blue (YSF)

